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Download Infomain Size 0.6MB Version 1.0.9 Version Code 33 Lang da de es fr it ko nl pl pt ru tr vi zh Permissions CHECK_LICENSE WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE INTERNET WAKE_LOCK ACCESS_WIFI_STATE ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE READ_EXTERNAL_STORAGE Permission Text OTHER: Allow applications to open network sockets. Use the PowerManager
waker clock to allow the processor to prevent sleep and screen dimming. Provides applications with access to information about Wi-Fi networks. Provides applications with access to information about the network. Storage: Allow applications to write to external storage. Allows applications to read from external storage. Operation System Min Sdk 7 Min Sdk 7 Min Sdk Txt Android
2.1.x (ECLAIR_MR1) Target Sdk 17 Target Sdk Txt Android 4.2, 4.2.2 (JELLY_BEAN_MR1) Multi-Window Support Screen Small, Usually Large, xlarge Cpu armeabi armeabi -v7a x86 Open Gl Int 0 uses the feature Wi-Fi hardware feature, any density yes density 120, 160, 240, 320 user feature: the app uses the 802.11 networking (Wi-Fi) feature on the device. Features No
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use of the Internet is to download things like movies, games, apps, documents, music and more. In addition, these things are mainly downloaded to smartphone devices because it is very convenient to download and use these files like Machine Likeer APK. Sometimes it gets a little harder to open certain files on mobile devices, especially when you don't have compatible apps on
Android. In that case, other mobile devices with compatible apps, and most importantly desktop and laptop devices, are useful. Instead of downloading files again, Android allows you to share files without internet. There are many apps like WiFi file transfer available there for Android devices that can be used to do unlimited file sharing without using the Internet. If you are looking
for a way to transfer files and data from your Android device to PC or laptop without USB cable, you can consider using this app. The best thing about WiFi file transfer for Android is that it is very easy to use and can be used more safely without asking for various permissions. There are two versions of this app available on the Google Play Store, one is free, but another version is
paid for. The WyfaiThe transfer free version is limited to sharing files no larger than 5MB in size, but in the WiFi File Transfer Pro version you will download WiFi File Transfer Pro APK, this article will tell you all about the latest version of WiFi File Transfer Pro APK and also provide you with a link to download WiFi File Transfer Pro. If you wish, you can buy this app from the Google
Play Store, which costs around just $0.90. Al alek some people don't like to spend money on apps and games because they start looking for WiFi file transfer pro MOD APK. Well, when you can actually download WiFi File Transfer Pro Paid APK, you don't need to download the cracked or hacked version of WiFi File Transfer Pro. We share the original WiFi file transfer pro APK in
this article that you can download for free. Also Download: WiFi Hacker Ultimate APK WiFi File Transfer Pro app feature shares unlimited files - one of the best reasons to download WiFi File Transfer Pro from this page is because you can share unlimited files and any size. By using the free version of this app, you can send files up to 5MB that are not enough for power users. If
you are thinking of taking a backup of your device or want to share a large file (most users use it), you should definitely download WiFi File Transfer Pro so that you can do it in less time. Easy-to-use interface - This app has a very clean and easy-to-use interface that makes it easy for everyone to use it. WiFi File Transfer Pro SD Card uses a basic layout, which is different from
many file sharing apps that often have a very complex interface that confuses people between options. Everything is easy with this app from connecting devices to shared files, and even novice users can use WiFi File Transfer Pro without any assistance. Even though you need help, you can ask us through the comments. Enhanced Security - Both WiFi File Transfer Pro offer the
same level of security, but one of the reasons we go to the pro version is because of the password protection feature. You may not want to give read and write access to a connected device, in which case the connection can be password protected, and the person with the password can only see the file. This is another reason why you need to download WiFi File Transfer Pro Paid
APK from this page. Works offline - there are many file sharing apps that require an active internet connection to work and sometimes need to connect to the receiver app. You can use this app without any internet connection and the only requirement is that both the device (sender and receiver) must be on the same LAN network to connect. You can easily do it by creating
hotspots from your phone. 100% Free &amp; Safe – there are many websites out thereYou can find wifi file transfer pro APK crack download links, but we recommend you do not use them, especially any cracked file sharing app. These apps require storage access that can cause privacy issues if you use the cracked version, which is why we are actually providing a link to do WiFi
File Transfer Pro free download on this page which is the paid version of this app. Android | WiFi file transfer pro full version now, you know a lot about WiFi file transfer pro APK for Android and its time to provide a link to download your WiFi file transfer pro APK. You will be able to do a WiFi file transfer pro download using the link below and this file will require a manual
installation, like APK Editor Pro for Android. If you have previously installed APK files on Android devices, you can easily install this app as well. Even if you have no idea about the APK file and its installation, you can still install this file on your Android device by following the steps below. Download WiFi File Transfer Pro APK the first of all open Android settings - &gt; Security
Settings. Then scroll down to find the Device Management section. Enable the Install apps from unknown sources option. Click on the link above to download WiFi File Transfer Pro Premium APK. Save the file to your device's download folder. Simply find the file in your device's storage and click on it. Now tap install and wait for the installation to complete, when you are done,
open the app and use it to transfer files. WiFi File Transfer Pro APK Crack Screenshot Final Word Now you know a lot about WiFi File Transfer Pro APK 2019 and hope that we can download WiFi File Transfer Pro for Android from this page. There are a lot of people looking for WiFi File Transfer Pro for PC, but now there is no such thing. You can use this app to share files to your
PC by connecting both devices with the same LAN network. WiFi File Transfer Pro apk will continue to update the download link with the latest version, so please visit the latest MOD APK to know about it. We share the paid version of this app on this page, so you don't need to download the WiFi file transfer pro APK crack version. If you are facing problems with downloading or
want to know how to use the WiFi File Transfer Pro app, you can let us know about it via the comments below. WiFi File Transfer - Manage files between phone and computer via WiFi and no USB cable required. Latest version android of wei cui (paid) APK free download by WiFi file transfer pro v1.10. Download the full APK of WiFi File Transfer Pro v1.10 on wei cui (paid). WiFi
File Transfer Pro v1.10 Overview and FeaturesYou can download WiFi File Transfer Pro v1.10 by Wii cui (paid) APK and you can read the brief overview and feature list below. Description: WiFi File Transfer – Manage files between phone and computer via WiFi, no need USB cable.Features 1. You can upload or download multiple files at the same time using any web browser
from your computer. Use the built-in file manager interface 3 to delete, rename, copy, or zip files. View photos directly in web browser 4. Provides access to external SD cards and USB storage device 5. Run as background service NOTE 1. In order to use this app, your computer and phone must be on the same local area (or wlan) network. 2. Do not use the app on public WiFi
networks to protect your data. Restrictions This free version can not upload files larger than 3MB This app does not have advertising ads
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